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Demand Planning

"Thanks to uPlanner, UW identi�ed opportunities to improve 
the use of its resources and infrastructure. Objective data and 

analytics helped us enable infrastructure and new processes to 
further the quality of education for our student body, 

simplifying work for faculty and staff."

Phil Reid  
Vice Provost

University of Washington

"uPlanner helped us achieve the same level of control we have 
in our Mexico City campus, to our other 29 campuses 

throughout the country."

Rafael Campus
Dean

Aliat Universities

Main Features
Class Optimization: Understand how to structure course 
sections using data to factor in infrastructure and academic 
constrains.

Schedule Optimization:
Simulate thousands of potential scenarios to determine the best 
scheduling options for your students and institution. 

Use customizable rules to ensure classes are never under-�lled 
and common areas don’t get overwhelmed.

Get insight into infrastructure and resource usage so you can make 
more informed decisions to best support your students. 

Faculty Availability: 
Gather faculty availability directly through the solution and set 
rules to help instructors manage appropriate course loads.

Set up rules to ensure you’re choosing the best suited professor for 
each course.

Our Demand Planning solution was designed to make scheduling and student resource management easy. 

Gain insight into infrastructure and resource usage to make informed decisions about physical footprint and save on 
unnecessary infrastructure expenses. Remove scheduling roadblocks for faculty and maximize the number of students you’re 
able to serve per term to ensure their timely completion. 

Benefits
Streamline the scheduling process through an 
automated solution that guides you 
step-by-step, providing indicators and 
guidelines towards completion. 

�

Consider faculty availability variables in your 
academic planning process and choose the most 
suitable professor for each course.

�

Reduce infrastructure footprint by optimizing 
class size and schedules, including hybrid 
learning. 

�

A new era in academic
planning and management


